I. INTRODUCTION
It has been established that a given linear or non-linear equations does not have a complete solution that can be expressed in terms of a finite number of elementary functions (Ross. 1964; Humi and Miller, 1988) . It has also been established that such problems could be solved by seeking an approximate solution by adopting interpolation and collocation method. In this paper, we consider a numerical method for solving first order initial value problems of the form ′ = ( , ) , Adesanya, Odekunle, and James (2012) to mention few. These authors proposed method ranging from predictor corrector method to discrete block method.
In this paper, we propose a continuous block method which when evaluated at selected grid points gives a discrete block which the authors mentioned above had proposed. The continuous block possesses the same properties as the continuous linear multistep method. This paper is partitioned into sections as follows: Section two is methodology involved in deriving the continuous multistep method and the continuous block method. Section three considers the analysis of the block method viz; the order, zero stability and the region of absolute stability. Section four considers the numerical examples where we test our method on first order ordinary differential equation and compare our result with existing methods.
II. METHODOLOGY
Consider a monomial power approximate solution in the form
where r and s are interpolation and collocation points respectively. The first derivative of (2) gives
Substituting (3) into (1) gives Solving (5) . Solving (6) for the independent solution gives a continuous block method in the form
Where is the order of the differential equation, s is the collocation points. Hence the coefficient of + in ( 
III. ANALYSIS OF THE BASIC PROPERTIES OF THE NEW BLOCK METHOD ORDER OF THE METHOD
Let the linear operator : ℎ associated with the block formula be defined as
expanding in Taylor series expansion and comparing the coefficient of h gives
The linear operator L and the associated continuous linear multistep method (9) 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Notation used in the This problem was solved by Badmus and Mishelia (2011) using self-starting block method of order six, the result is shown in Table 2 
V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULT
We have considered two numerical examples to test the efficiency of our method. Problem 1 was solved by Areoet al. (2012). They proposed a hybrid method of order seven and adopted classical RungeKutta method to provide the starting values. The new method gave better approximation because the proposed method is self-starting and does not require starting values. Problem 2 was solved by Badmus and Mishelia (2012) . They adopted self-starting block methods of order six. Our method gave better approximation because the iteration per step in the new method was lower than the method proposed by Badmus and Mishelia (2012) 
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an order seven continuous hybrid method for the solution of first order ordinary differential equations. Our method was found to be zero stable, consistent and converges. The numerical examples show that our method gave better accuracy than the existing methods.
